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Abstract
One way to generate in,nite k-power-free words is to iterate a k-power-free morphism, that
is a morphism that preserves ,nite k-power-free words. We ,rst prove that the monoid of
k-power-free endomorphisms on an alphabet containing at least three letters is not ,nitely gen-
erated. Test-sets for k-power-free morphisms (that is, the sets T such that a morphism f is
k-power-free if and only if f(T ) is k-power-free) give characterizations of these morphisms. In
the case of binary morphisms and k = 3, we prove that a set T of cube-free words is a test-set
for cube-freeness if and only if it contains 12 particular factors. Consequently, a morphism f
on {a; b} is cube-free if and only if f(aabbababbabbaabaababaabb) is cube-free (length 24
is optimal). Another consequence is an unpublished result of Leconte: a binary morphism is
cube-free if and only if the images of all cube-free words of length 7 are cube-free. When k¿3,
we show that no ,nite test-set exists for morphisms de,ned on an alphabet containing at least
three letters. In the last part, we show that to generate an in,nite cube-free word by iterating a
morphism, we do not necessarily need a cube-free morphism. We give a new characterization
of some morphisms that generate in,nite cube-free words. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
At the beginning of the century, Thue [21, 22] (see also [3, 4]) worked on repetitions
in words. In particular, he showed the existence of a square-free in,nite word over a
three-letter alphabet, and the existence of an overlap-free (and thus cube-free) in,nite
word over a binary alphabet. Since these works, many other results on repetitions in
words have been achieved (see [7] for a recent survey, and [14] for related works),
and Thue’s results have been rediscovered in several instances (see for example [14]).
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Thue obtained an in,nite overlap-free word over a two-letter alphabet (called Thue–
Morse word since the works of Morse [16]) by iterating a morphism  ((a)= ab
and (b)= ba). Morphisms are widely used to generate in,nite words. To obtain an
in,nite word with some property P, one very often uses P-preserving-morphisms, called
P-morphisms. A lot of studies concern such morphisms: Sturmian morphisms (see [15]
for a recent survey), power-free morphisms [13], square-free morphisms [2, 8], overlap-
free binary morphisms [9, 18, 20–22]: : :
Our paper is concerned with k-power-free morphisms, and in particular with cube-
free morphisms. Necessary conditions or suEcient conditions for k-power-freeness of
morphisms can be found in [1, 11, 12]. But characterizations of k-power-free morphisms
have not yet been established except in particular cases: square-freeness [8], cube-
freeness for morphisms from a two- or a three-letter alphabet [12]: : :
When a monoid of morphisms is ,nitely generated, we have a natural way to deter-
mine if a morphism belongs to this monoid. Such a situation is known for instance for
overlap-free binary morphisms [20, 22]. The set of k-power-free endomorphisms forms
a monoid. In Section 4, we show that this monoid is not ,nitely generated whenever
k¿3 and A contains at least two letters.
In Section 5, we consider test-sets for k-power-freeness of morphisms on an alpha-
bet A, that is, subsets T of A∗ such that, given any morphism f de,ned on A, f
is k-power-free if and only if f(T ) is k-power-free. This technique has already been
used to obtain characterization for other property-free morphisms. Let us mention that
on a three-letter alphabet, a morphism is square-free if and only if the images of all
square-free words of length at most 5 are square-free [8]. In [5], Berstel and SFeFebold
show that an endomorphism f on {a; b} is overlap-free if and only if the images of all
overlap-free words of length at most 3 are overlap-free or, equivalently, if f(abbabaab)
is overlap-free. In [18], Richomme and SFeFebold have improved this result showing that
an endomorphism f on {a; b} is overlap-free if and only if f(bbabaa) is overlap-free.
More precisely, they characterize all the ,nite test-sets for overlap-freeness of binary
endomorphisms, that is, each set S such that a morphism f is overlap-free if and only
if given any word w in S; f(w) is overlap-free.
In the case of cube-free morphisms, Leconte proved [12] that a morphism on a binary
alphabet is cube-free if and only if the images of all cube-free words of length at most
seven are cube-free. This can be rephrased: the set of cube-free words over {a; b} of
length at most 7 is a test-set for cube-free morphisms on {a; b}. In Section 5, we
give a characterization of test-sets for cube-free morphisms on a two-letter alphabet:
the set of factors of such a test-set just has to contain a particular set of 12 cube-
free words of length at most 7. This previous set is itself a test-set for cube-freeness:
this improves the result of Leconte (which is also a consequence of the previous
characterization). As another consequence of the characterization of test-sets for cube-
freeness, we show that a morphism f de,ned on {a; b} is cube-free if and only if
the word f(aabbababbabbaabaababaabb) is cube-free. Length 24 of this test-word
is optimal: no word of length 23 or less can be used to test the cube-freeness of a
morphism on a binary alphabet.
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In Section 5, we also show that, for an integer k¿3 there is no ,nite test-set for
k-power-free morphisms de,ned on an alphabet containing at least three letters. Thus,
test-sets give no general eHective way to determine whether a morphism is cube-free.
This has been already known since the works of Crochemore [8] who wrote: “: : : on
an alphabet with more than three letters the bound on the length of words that must
be examined to decide the squarefreeness of a morphism depends on the length of the
images of the letters by the morphism. : : :”
Let us mention that all the results concerning cube-freeness presented in
Sections 3–5 have already been presented in [19] without complete proofs.
In the last section, we consider some morphisms that can generate an in,nite cube-
free word over a binary alphabet. We give an example of morphism which is not
cube-free but generates an in,nite cube-free word. The family of morphisms that
generate an in,nite cube-free word has already been studied [10, 17]. In particular,
KarhumLaki [10] gave a characterization of some of these morphisms de,ned on a bi-
nary alphabet: given an endomorphism f on {a; b} with f(a)= ax where x and f(b)
are non-empty words, f generates an in,nite cube-free word if and only if the set
{fn(a) | n610} is cube-free. In Section 6, we give a new characterization of these
morphisms: given an endomorphism f on {a; b} with f(a)= ax where x and f(b) are
non-empty words, f generates an in,nite cube-free word if and only if for each word
w in {abba; baab; aba; bab}∪ {w ∈ Fact(fn(a))|n¿1; |w|=7}; f(w) is cube-free. We
show that this method is more eHective than the ,ne characterization of KarhumLaki.
In Section 3, we present some particular morphisms: some are k-power-free, some
others are not k-power-free. They are all tools for Sections 4–6. In particular, we show
that, given two alphabets containing both at least two letters, and given an integer k¿3,
there exists a k-power-free morphism from A to B.
2. Denitions and notations
In this section, we recall and introduce some basic notions on words and morphisms.
Let A be an alphabet, that is a ,nite non-empty set of abstract symbols called letters.
The Cardinal of A, i.e., the number of elements of A, is denoted by Card(A). A word
over A is a ,nite sequence of letters from A. The set of the words over A equipped
with the concatenation of words and completed with a neutral element  called empty
word is a free monoid denoted by A∗.
Let u= a1a2 : : : an be a word over A, with ai ∈A (16i6n). The number n of letters
of u is called its length and is denoted by |u|. Observe ||=0. For a word u and a
letter x, we denote by |u|x the number of occurrences of x in u. When n¿1 the mirror
image of u, denoted by u˜, is the word u= an : : : a2a1. In the particular case of the
empty word, ˜= . Given a set of words X , we denote by X˜ the set of all the words
w˜ with w in X .
A word u is a factor of a word v if v= v1uv2 for some words v1; v2. If v1 = ; u is
a pre<x of v. If v2 = ; u is a su>x of v. A factor (resp. pre,x, suEx) u of a word v
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is said proper when u = v. Given a set of words X; Fact(X ) denotes the set of all the
factors of the words in X .
Let us consider a non-empty word w and its letter-decomposition x1 : : : xn. For any
integers i; j; 16i6j6n, we denote by w[i : : : j] the factor xi : : : xj of w. We extend
this notation when i¿j: in this case, w[i : : : j] = . We abbreviate w[i : : : i] in w[i]. This
notation denotes the ith letter of w.
For an integer k¿2, we denote by uk the concatenation of k occurrences of the
word u; u0 =  and u1 = u. A k-power (resp. a cube) is a word of the form uk
(resp. u3) with u = . A word w contains a k-power (resp. a cube) if at least one
of its factors is a k-power (resp. a cube). A word is called k-power-free (resp.
cube-free), if it does not contain any k-power (resp. any cube) as a factor. A set
of k-power-free (resp. cube-free) words is said k-power-free (resp. cube-
free).
The following proposition gives the well-known solutions (see [14]) to three ele-
mentary equations in words and will be widely used in the sequel:
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an alphabet and u; v; w three words.
(1) If vu= uw and v =  then there exist two words r and s over A and an integer n
such that u= r(sr)n; v= rs and w= sr.
(2) If vu= uv; then there exists a word w over A and two integers n and p such that
u=wn; v=wp.
(3) If uvw=wvu then there exist two words t1; t2 over A and three integers n; p; q
such that u=(t1t2)nt1; v=(t2t1)pt2 and w=(t1t2)qt1.
A morphism f from an alphabet A to another alphabet B is a mapping from A∗ to
B∗ such that given any words u and v over A, we have f(uv)=f(u)f(v). When B=A;
f is called an endomorphism on A. When B has no importance, we say that f is de,ned
on A or that f is a morphism on A (this does not mean that f is an endomorphism).
Observe that for a morphism f on A, we necessarily get f()= , and f is uniquely
de,ned by the values of f(x) for all x in A. The Identity endomorphism (resp. the
Empty morphism) on A, denoted Id (resp. ) is de,ned by Id(x)= x (resp. (x)= ),
for all x in A. When A is a binary alphabet {a; b}, the Exchange endomorphism E is
de,ned by E(a)= b and E(b)= a. If X is a set of words, f(X ) denotes the set of all
the images of the words in X .
A morphism f on A is said to be k-power-free if for every k-power-free word w
over A, f(w) is k-power-free. For k =3; f is also said cube-free. The morphisms Id,
 and (on a binary alphabet) E are obviously k-power-free. Let us remark that if two
composable morphisms f and g are k-power-free then f ◦ g is k-power-free (where ◦
denotes the composition of functions). Thus, the set of k-power-free endomorphisms
on a given alphabet is a monoid. It is also easy to verify that a morphism f on {a; b}
is k-power-free if and only if f ◦E is k-power-free. Given a morphism f on A, the
mirror morphism f˜ of f is de,ned for all words w over A, by f˜(w)= ]f(w˜). We have
f k-power-free if and only if f˜ is k-power-free.
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A morphism f is pre<x (resp. su>x) if for all letters x; y with x =y, f(x) is not a
pre,x (resp. suEx) of f(y). A morphism both pre,x and suEx is said bipre<x. The
following facts can be easily veri,ed:
(1) Given a morphism f on {a; b}, if f is not pre,x then f({aaba; bbab}) contains
a cube or f= .
(2) Given a morphism f on {a; b}, if f is not suEx then f({abaa; babb}) contains
a cube or f= .
(3) Given a morphism f on {a; b}, if f is not bipre,x then f({aabaa; bbabb}) con-
tains a cube or f= .
(4) A pre,x (resp. suEx, bipre,x) morphism is injective.
(5) Given a pre,x morphism f on A, if p1 and p2 are proper pre,xes of some words
of f(A) and if u; v are words over A, then the equality f(u)p1 =f(v)p2 implies
u= v and p1 =p2.
(6) Given a suEx morphism f on A, if s1 and s2 are proper suExes of some words
of f(A) and if u; v are words over A, then the equality s1f(u)= s2f(v) implies
u= v and s1 = s2.
If the image of some word by a morphism contains a k-power, we often need to
consider a shortest factor whose image contains an occurrence of this k-power. Given
a morphism f, we say that the image of a non-empty word w is a minimal cover of a
k-power uk (u = ), if f(w)=puks with p a proper pre,x of f(w[1]) and s a proper
suEx of f(w[|w|]). Observe that the image of a word contains a k-power if and only
if the image of one of its factors is a minimal cover of this k-power.
3. Preliminary results
In this section, we present some tools for the next sections. More precisely, we study
some morphisms and we show that either they are k-power-free, or there exists only
one word whose image is a minimal cover of a k-power. We ,rst prove:
Proposition 3.1. Given two alphabets A and B such that Card(A)¿2; Card(B)¿2
and given an integer k¿3; there exist a k-power-free morphism from A to B.
This result is a generalization of the case k =3 which was already obtained in [1, 6].
In particular, Brandenburg [6] proved that the following morphism is cube-free:
g(a) = aababb;
g(b) = aabbab;
g(c) = abbaab:
At a ,rst step of the proof of Proposition 3.1, generalizing Brandenburg, we show:
Lemma 3.2. Given an integer k¿3; the morphism g is k-power-free.
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Proof. Assume a word w such that g(w) contains a k-power uk (u = ). We prove
that w is not k-power-free.
First, if |u|65, one occurrence of the cube uuu of length at most 15 is a factor of
the image by g of a word of length at most 4. We leave to the reader the exhaustive
veri,cation that it is not possible.
From now on, assume |u|¿6. Let p; s be some words such that g(w)=puks. We
can write w=w1a1w2 with w1; w2 ∈ A∗; a1 ∈A; g(w1)=px and |x|65, i.e., w1 is the
shortest pre,x of w such that p is a pre,x of g(w1). For length reason, x is a pre,x
of u, and xg(a1) is a pre,x of ux. Let z and t be the words such that u= xt and
ux= xg(a1)z. We have g(a1)z= tx.
Consider the case z ∈ g(A∗). We write t= g(w3)t′ with t′x∈{, g(a); g(b); g(c)}.
If t′x= , then x= ; u= g(w3) and wk3 is a factor of w. Assume t
′x= g(a2) for
a letter a2 of A. We have g(w)=pxg((w3a2) k−1w3)t′s. If |x|¿3, then g(w1)=px
ends necessarily by g(a2) and (a2w3) k is a factor of w. If |x|62, then |t′|¿4; t′s
(which belongs to g(A∗)) necessarily starts with g(a2) and (w3a2) k is a factor
of w.
Now assume z =∈ g(A∗). We have g(w)=puks=p(xt) ks=px((g(a1)z) k−1ts. Since
k¿3; g(w2)= zg(a1)z(g(a1)z) k−3ts. We can write z= g(w3)S where 0¡|S|65, and
w3 ∈A∗. Let P be the pre,x of zg(a1)z(g(a1)z) k−3ts of length 6 − |S|¿0. We have
Sg(a1)P= g(a2a3) for two letters a2; a3 of A. Only two similar cases can hold: (S = aab;
P= abb; a1 = c; a2 = a3 = a) or (S = abb; P= aab; a1 = a; a2 = a3 = c). In the ,rst
case, observe that |zg(a1)z| is a multiple of 6. There exists a word w4 such that
z= abbg(w4). Since for any letter & of A, |g(&)|a= |g(&)|b(= 3), the equality z=
g(w3)aab= abbg(w4) cannot hold: Case 1 is impossible. Case 2 is also impossible
for a similar reason.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We consider an integer k¿3, and A; B two alphabets. If
Card(B)¿Card(A)¿2, it is immediate that there exists a k-power-free morphism from
A to B. Assume Card(A)¿Card(B)¿2. Renaming the letters, we can assume {a; b; c}
⊆A and B⊆A. Consider the morphism h de,ned by h(a)= g(a); h(b)= g(b); h(c)= c
and h(x)= x for each x in A\{a; b; c}. As a consequence of Lemma 3.2, h is a k-power-
free morphism from A to A\{c}. By iteration of this construction, we can obtain a
k-power-free morphism from A to B.
Let us now de,ne a particular family of k-power-free morphisms.
Given a word V over the alphabet {b; c}. We de,ne the morphism fV by
fV(a) = a;
fV(b) = bacVc:
Lemma 3.3. Let V be a word over {b; c} such that cVcb is cube-free. Given an
integer k¿3; the morphism fV is k-power-free.
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Proof. Let w be a word such that fV(w) contains a k-power uk (u = ). We show
that w is not k-power-free. We can assume the letter a occurs in u: Otherwise, uk is
a factor of cVcb which contradicts the hypothesis on V .
We write u= v1av2 where |v1|a=0. We have fV(w)=pv1(av2v1) k−1av2s=puks. If
v2v1 is empty, then ak is a factor of w. Assume from now v2v1 = .
If the ,rst letter of v2v1 is a or b, then, considering the factor av2v1av2v1 of fV(w),
we see that v2v1 =fV(&) for a word &. Moreover, pv1 ∈fV(A∗) and v2s∈fV(A∗):
fV(w)=pv1fV((a&) k−1a)v2s. If v1 = , (a&) k is a factor of w. If v1 = , since |v1|a=0,
v1 is a non-empty suEx of fV(b). There exists a word ) such that &= )b. The word
fV()) is a pre,x of v2, and (ba)) k is a factor of w.
Consider now the case where the ,rst letter of v2v1 is c. Necessarily both pv1 and
v2v1 end with b. If v1 = , we can write v2 = v3b and, we can work with bav3 instead
of u. Thus, we assume v1 = . Let v4 be the word such that v1 = v4b. There exists a
word & such that bav2v4 =fV(b&); pv4 ∈fV(A∗); bav2s∈fV(A∗): fV(w)=puks=
pv4fV((b&) k−1)bav2s. If v4 = , then (b&) k is a factor of w. If v4 = , since |v4|a=0; v4
is a suEx of fV(b). There exists a word ) such that &= )b. The word fV(b)) is a
pre,x of bav2 and (bb)) k is a factor of w.
We end this section with a family of non-k-power-free morphisms. For each of these
morphisms, there is only one word whose image is a minimal cover of k-power. These
morphisms will be used in Section 5. They are a generalization of some morphisms
used in [19].
Let A be an alphabet containing at least two letters. Four special letters are con-
sidered: one particular letter a in A and three diHerent letters x; y; z which do not
belong to A. Considering two words u and v over A\{a}, we de,ne two particular
other words:
Z = xzy; W = uxyv:
Finally, the morphism fu; v; k (k¿1 is an integer) is de,ned from A to (A\{a})∪{x; y; z}
by
fu; v; k(a) = (ZW ) k−1Z = x(zyuxyvx) k−1zy;
fu; v; k(b) = b for all b in A\{a}:
Remark that z uniquely appears in fu; v; k(a), and that, in the image by fu; v; k of
any word over A containing a; z is always preceded by x and followed by y. More
precisely, for any word w over A, |fu; v; k(w)|z = k × |w|a. One can also observe that
fu; v; k is a bipre,x morphism.
Proposition 3.4. Let k¿3 be an integer; and A be an alphabet such that Card(A)¿2.
Let w be a k-power-free word over A. Let u and v be two k-power-free words over
A\{a}. In case k =3; we assume that u and v are not simultaneously empty.
The word fu; v; k(w) is a minimal cover of a k-power if and only if w= avaua.
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Proof. By hypotheses, the word avaua is k-power-free, and fu; v; k(u)= u; fu; v; k(v)= v.
Observe that fu; v; k(avaua) is a minimal cover of (yvZux) k : More precisely,
fu; v; k(avaua) = (ZW ) k−1xz(yvZux) kzy(WZ) k−1:
Conversely, let us assume that fu; v; k(w)=pt ks with t a non-empty word, |p|¡
|fu; v; k(w[1])| and |s|¡|fu; v; k(w[|w|])|.
We may also assume that t does not start with z and does not end with z. Indeed,
if t starts with z then, since each occurrence of t in fu; v; k(w) is preceded by x, we get
t= zt′x for a word t′ and p ends with x. Since zxz cannot be a factor of fu; v; k(w), zt′
does not end with z. Consequently, we may replace t by xzt′ for the rest of the proof.
In the same way, if t ends with z, then t=yt′z where t′ is a word such that t′z does
not start with z and we may work with t′zy.
Let us ,rst assume that |t|z =0. We also have |t|x =0 and |t|y =0. Indeed, otherwise
t k contains at least k occurrences of x or k occurrences of y: this is not possible (k¿3).
But, the three equalities |t|x =0; |t|y =0 and |t|z =0 imply that w= t k : a contradiction.
If |t|z =1, we write t= t1Zt2 with |t1t2|z =0. Two cases can occur (let us recall that
fu; v; k(w) is a minimal cover of t k). If fu; v; k(a) is a factor of t k , we have Zt2t k−2t1Z =
fu; v; k(a); pt1 ∈fu; v; k(A∗); t2s∈fu; v; k(A∗). It follows t2t1 =W = uxyv. Moreover, since
xyv (resp. uxy) cannot be a suEx (resp. a pre,x) of a word in fu; v; k(A∗), we necessarily
have t2 = ux; t1 =yv. It follows that w= avaua. Now, if fu; v; k(a) is not a factor of t k ,
there exist two integers i; j such that i+j= k−2, and ptit1Z =fu; v; k(a); t2t1 ∈fu; v; k(A∗);
Zt2tjs=fu; v; k(a). We have both t2t1 =W = uxyv and t2t1 ∈fu; v; k(A∗): a
contradiction.
Now, let us show that |t|z¿2 leads to a contradiction. We write t= t1Zt2Zt3 with
|t1t3|z =0. There exist k integers i0; : : : ; ik−1 and k words P0; : : : ; Pk−1 in {(ZW )iZ |06i
6k − 1} such that ∀j∈{0; : : : ; k − 1}; pt jt1Z =fu; v; k(w[1 : : : ij − 1])Pj. Note that for
each j; Pj is a pre,x of fu; v; k(a) and thus, w[ij] = a.
First, we prove that |t|z is a multiple of k. For this, let us consider the word
X =Zt2Zt3t k−3t1Z . This word contains at least 2(k−3) + 3=2k−3 occurrences of z.
Since k¿3; X contains at least k occurrences of z. Moreover, X is a suEx of
both pt k−2t1Z and pt k−1t1Z . It follows that Pk−2 and Pk−1 are suExes of X . If
Pk−2 =Pk−1, the word ZW , and consequently the word xyv are suExes of fu; v; k(w
[1 : : : ik−2 − 1]) or of fu; v; k(w[1 : : : ik−1 − 1]): this is impossible.
We denote from now by P the word Pk−2 =Pk−1, by S the suEx of fu; v; k(a) such
that fu; v; k(a)=PS, and by & the word w[ik−2+1 : : : ik−1−1]. (Since t = , an immediate
consequence of Pk−2 =Pk−1 is that ik−2 = ik−1.) We know that fu; v; k(w[1 : : : ik−2 −
1]a&)P=fu; v; k(w[1 : : : ik−1−1])P=fu; v; k(w[1 : : : ik−2−1])Pt2 Zt3t1Z . Thus, t2Zt3t1Z =
Sfu; v; k(&)P. Consequently, |t|z = |t2Zt3t1Z |z = |fu; v; k(a&)|z = k × (1 + |&|a).
This fact implies that all the Pj are equal. Indeed, by de,nition of the Pj, we have
|pt1Z |z + |tj|z = |fu; v; k(w[1 : : : ij − 1])|z + |Pj|z for all j∈{0; : : : ; k − 1}. But |t j|z and
fu; v; k(w[1 : : : ij − 1])|z are multiple of k, |pt1Z |z is constant and 16|Pj|z6k. Thus,
there exists an integer n such that |Pj|z = n for all j∈{0; : : : ; k − 1} and so Pj =P.
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We consider now two subcases.
In the ,rst case, n=1. From t2Zt3t1Z = Sfu; v; k(&)P, we get fu; v; k(a&)=Pt2Zt3t1.
Moreover |t3t1|z =0. Thus, t3t1 is written on A\{a} and t3t1 is a suEx of &: we write
&= ,t3t1 and so Zt2Z =ZSfu; v; k(,)=fu; v; k(a,). Since fu; v; k(w[1 : : : i0 − 1])P=pt1Z =
pfu; v; k(t1)P, and f bipre,x, p=  and w[1 : : : i0 − 1]= t1. Thus, fu; v; k(w)= t ks=
(t1Zt2Zt3) ks=fu; v; k((t1a,t3) k)s and, since f is bipre,x, w contains (t1a,t3) k : a con-
tradiction.
Now, let us consider the second case: n =1. Since |t1|z =0, necessarily i0 = 1 and
pt1Z =P. Moreover, since fu; v; k(a&)P=Pt2Zt3t1Z , |t1t3|z =0 and |P|z¿2, Sfu; v; k(&) is
a pre,x of t2. We get fu; v; k(w)=fu; v; k((a&) k−1)Pt2Zt3s and fu; v; k((a&) k) is a pre,x
of fu; v; k(w). Thus (a&) k is a pre,x of w: a contradiction.
4. About monoids of k-power-free endomorphisms
If we consider an integer k¿3, the set of k-power-free endomorphisms (equipped
with the composition of functions) on a given alphabet forms a monoid. The aim of
this section is to prove:
Theorem 4.1. Let k¿3 be an integer and A an alphabet containing at least two
letters. The monoid of k-power-free endomorphisms on A is not <nitely generated.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Given an alphabet A, and an integer k¿3, we denote by
M(A; k) the monoid of k-power-free endomorphisms on A. A set of generators of
M(A; k) is a subset G of M(A; k) such that any morphism f in M(A; k) has a ,nite
decomposition over G. Theorem 4.1 says that M(A; k) has no ,nite set of generators,
if Card(A)¿2.
First, we consider the case Card(A)= 2. Consider an integer k¿3. Let A= {a; b}
and assume a third letter c. Let V be a word over {b; c} such that cVcb is cube-free.
Consider the morphisms fV and g de,ned in Section 3. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3,
these morphisms are k-power-free. The endomorphism g ◦fV de,ned on {a; b} is also
k-power-free.
Consider two k-power-free endomorphisms h1 and h2 such that g ◦fV = h1 ◦ h2.
We prove that h1 ∈{Id; E} or h2 ∈{Id; E}. Let u= h1(a) and v= h1(b). The word
(g ◦fV)(a)= aababb can be decomposed on {u; v}. The possible cases are u= aababb;
v= aababb; {u; v}= {a; b}; {u; v}= {a; ababb}; {u; v}= {a; babb}; {u; v}= {aa; babb};
{u; v}= {aab; abb}; {u; v}= {aaba; b}; {u; v}= {aaba; bb} or {u; v}= {aabab; b}. If
{u; v}= {a; b}, then h1 ∈{Id; E}. Else, if |u| =6 and |v| =6, we obtain a contradic-
tion with the fact that (g ◦fV)(b) starts with aabbab. Thus |u|=6 or |v|=6. Assume
h1(a)= aababb (the case h1(b)= aababb is similar). Note that h2(a)= a. Now con-
sider (g ◦fV)(b)= (h1 ◦ h2)(b). If a does not occur in h2(b), since h2 is k-power-
free, h2(b)= b and h2 = Id. Assume a occurs in h2(b). Let us write h2(b)= xay with
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x ∈ {b}∗. We have
h1(xay) = aabbabaababbabbaabg(V )abbaab:
We can see that |h1(x)|¿6. If |h1(x)|=6, it follows that h1(b)= aabbab: this is im-
possible since h1(xay) ends with aab. Thus |h1(x)|¿15. It follows that cc occurs in
cVc and h1(a) is a factor of g(cc). More precisely h1(x) ends with abb. Since h1 is
k-power-free, h1 is bipre,x and h1(b) ends with abb: a contradiction with h1(xay) ends
with aab.
Thus, at least one of g ◦fV, E ◦ g ◦fV, g ◦fV ◦E, or E ◦ g ◦fV ◦E belongs to any
set of generators of M({a; b}; k).
Since there exist in,nite cube-free words over the two-letter alphabet {b; c} (see,
for instance [21, 22] or [4]), and since in such a word, the factor cb occurs in,nitely
often, there exist arbitrarily large words V over {b; c} such that cVcb is a cube-free
word. It follows that M({a; b}; k) is not ,nitely generated.
Now consider the case Card(A)¿3. Let a and b be two particular letters of A. We
consider the submonoid S of M(A; k) of the k-power-free endomorphisms f on A
such that f(a); f(b) are in {a; b}∗ and, for all letters x in A\{a; b}, f(x)= x. Any
morphism f of M({a; b}; k) can be extended into a morphism of S taking f(x)= x
for x in A\{a; b}. Conversely, any morphism of S can be restricted on a morphism of
M({a; b}; k). Thus, since M({a; b}; k) is not ,nitely generated (from the two previous
cases), S is also not ,nitely generated.
We now prove that M(A; k) is not ,nitely generated.
Let us recall that a permutation of the alphabet A is a bijective endomorphism p on
A such that for all x in A, |p(x)|=1. We denote by p−1 the inverse permutation (such
that p ◦p−1 =p−1 ◦p= Id). Observe that a permutation is a k-power-free morphism.
Fact. Given a morphism f in S, and two morphisms g and h in M(A; k), if f= g ◦ h,
then there exists a permutation p of A such that g ◦p and p−1 ◦ h belong to S.
Proof of the fact. First, note that f = . Since g and h are in M(A; k), for all x in
A, g(x) =  and h(x) = . Thus for all x in A, |f(x)|= |g(h(x))|¿|h(x)|. Moreover for
all x in A\{a; b}; f(x)= x, so we necessarily have, for all x in A\{a; b}; |h(x)|=1.
Since g(h(a))∈{a; b}∗; g(h(b))∈{a; b}∗ and g(h(x))∈A\{a; b} for all x in A\{a; b},
the letter h(x) does not appear in h(a) and h(b). Consider one of the two permutations
p on A such that for all x in A\{a; b}, p(x)= h(x), that is x=(p−1 ◦ h)(x). The
words (p−1 ◦ h)(a) and (p−1 ◦ h)(b) belong to {a; b}∗: p−1 ◦ h belongs to S. Now, for
all x in A\{a; b}; (g ◦p)(x)= (g ◦p ◦p−1◦ h)(x)=f(x)= x. Moreover, since p−1◦ h
is k-power-free, the letters a and b both appear in (p−1◦ h)(ab). Thus (g ◦p)(a) and
(g ◦p)(b) are factors of f(a) or f(b). So (g ◦p)(a) and (g ◦p)(b) belongs to {a; b}∗:
g ◦p belongs to S.
Now, to end the proof of Theorem 4.1, assume that G is a ,nite set of generators
of M(A; k). Given a morphism f in S, since S ⊂M(A; k), there exist some morphisms
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g1; : : : ; gn in G such that f= g1 ◦ g2 ◦ · · · ◦ gn. From the previous fact, there exist some
permutations p1; p2; : : : ; pn; pn+1 with p1 =pn+1 = Id such that for all i (16i6n),
p−1i ◦ gi ◦pi+1 ∈ S. We have
f=(p−11 ◦ g1 ◦p2) ◦ (p−12 ◦ g2 ◦p3) ◦ · · · ◦ (p−1n ◦ gn ◦pn+1):
Since there is a ,nite number of permutations of A, S is ,nitely generated by the
morphisms of S of the form p ◦ g ◦ q with p; q two permutations of A and g∈G: a
,nal contradiction.
5. Test-sets
In this section, we are interested in test-sets for k-power-free morphisms. Let A; B
be two alphabets. If Card(B)= 1, the only k-power-free morphism from A to B is
the empty morphism  (and Id if Card(A)= 1). In the rest of the paper, we assume
Card(B)¿2.
A set of words T is a test-set for k-power-free morphisms from A to B if, given
any morphism f from A to B, f is k-power-free if and only if f(T ) is k-power-free.
If k =3, we also say test-set for cube-free morphisms.
We ,rst examine the case Card(A)¿3:
Theorem 5.1. Given two alphabets A and B such that Card(A)¿3 and Card(B)¿2;
and given an integer k¿3; there is no <nite test-set for k-power-free morphisms from
A to B.
Proof. From the works of Thue, we know the existence of an in,nity of cube-free
words on a two-letter alphabet: these words are k-power-free words for each integer
k¿3. Consider an alphabet A with Card(A)¿3, a particular letter a in A and a cube-
free word u =  over A\{a}. From Proposition 3.4, the word auaua is necessarily a
factor of any test-set for k-power-free morphisms from A to an alphabet C of cardinal
Card(A) + 2. From Proposition 3.1, there exists a k-power-free morphism from C to
any alphabet B of cardinal at least two. The word auaua is a factor of any test-set for
k-power-free morphisms from A to B. Such a test-set is then in,nite.
From now on, we assume k =3 and Card(A)= 2, for instance A= {a; b}. Cube-free
words u and v over {b} can take only three values ; b and bb. Consider the morphisms
fu; v;3 and fu; v;3 ◦E for (u; v) in {(bb; bb); (b; bb); (bb; b); (; bb); (bb; ); (b; b)}. We
get, as another consequence of Propositions 3.4 and 3.1, that for any test-set T for cube-
free morphisms from {a; b} to an alphabet of cardinal at least 2, the set of factors of
T contains:
Tmin =
{
abbabba; baabaab; ababba; babaab; abbaba; baabab;
aabba; bbaab; abbaa; baabb; ababa; babab
}
:
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The converse also holds and gives a characterization of test-sets for cube-free mor-
phisms on a two-letter alphabet:
Theorem 5.2. A subset T of {a; b}∗ is a test-set for cube-free morphisms from {a; b}
to an alphabet of cardinal at least two if and only if T is cube-free and Tmin ⊂Fact(T ).
Before giving the proof of this theorem, let us examine some particular test-sets.
Obviously, the set Tmin is one of them. Since it contains 12 elements, one can ask for a
test-set of minimal cardinality. There exist some test-words (that is a test-set of cardinal
1). For instance, one can verify that the cube-free word aabbababbabbaabaababaabb is
one of the 56 words of length 24 that ful,lls the conditions of Theorem 5.2, and thus,
is a test-set for cube-free morphisms on {a; b}. The length of this word is optimal: no
cube-free word of length 23 contains all the words of Tmin as factors.
Another direct corollary of Theorem 5.2 is the following unpublished result of
Leconte [12]:
Corollary 5.3. Given a morphism f on a binary alphabet; the following assertions
are equivalent:
(1) f is cube-free.
(2) The images of all cube-free words of length 7 are cube-free.
(3) The images of all cube-free words of length at most 7 are cube-free.
About the works of Leconte [12], let us also mention that he used the morphism
fbb; bb;3 to show the optimality of the bound 7 in Corollary 5.3. To prove this corollary
from Theorem 5.2, one just has to observe that each word of Tmin is a factor of a
cube-free word of length 7 (see Fig. 1).
From now on, we denote G8 (resp. L7) the set of all cube-free words over {a; b} of
length at least 8 (resp. at most 7). We also consider the set
S1 = {abba; baab; aba; bab}:
Theorem 5.2 appears as a consequence of the following two propositions:
Proposition 5.4. Given a word w of G8; and a bipre<x morphism f on {a; b}; if
f(S1) is cube-free then f(w) is not a minimal cover of a cube.
Proposition 5.5. Given a morphism f on {a; b}; if f(Tmin) is cube-free then f(L7) is
cube-free.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Consider a test-set T for cube-free morphisms on {a; b}. We
have already seen at the beginning of the section that Tmin⊂ Fact(T ). Since the Identity
morphism is cube-free, T is also cube-free.
Assume now a set T of cube-free words with Tmin ⊂Fact(T ). Let f be a mor-
phism. If f(T ) is not cube-free, f is not cube-free. If f(T ) is cube-free, in particular,
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Fig. 1. Cube-free words starting with a of length 7.
f(Tmin) is cube-free. From Proposition 5.5, f(L7) is cube-free. As another consequence,
f({aaba; abaa; babb; bbab}) is cube-free: f is a bipre,x morphism. Note that since
f(Tmin) is cube-free, the set f(S1) is also cube-free. From Proposition 5.4, if f(w)
is a minimal cover of a cube, we have |w|67. Since f(L7) is cube-free, there is no
minimal cover of a cube: f is cube-free.
5.1. Proof of Proposition 5.4
Let f be a bipre,x morphism on {a; b}. By contradiction, we prove that if the image
of a word of G8 is a minimal cover of a cube then at least one word of f(S1) contains
a cube. For this, ,rst, we study more precisely the decomposition of a cube u3 when
f(w) is a minimal cover of it, for some cube-free word w.
Note that up to the end of the section, we denote by n the length of w.
By de,nition, the fact that the image of w is a minimal cover of the cube uuu means
that f(w)=p1uuusn with f(w[1])=p1s1, f(w[n])=pnsn; for some words p1; s1 = ,
pn =  and sn. In this case there exist two integers i and j between 1 and n such that
|f(w[1 : : : i−1])|¡|p1u|6|f(w[1 : : : i])| and |f(w[1 : : : j−1])|¡|p1uu|6|f(w[1 : : : j])|
(remember w[1 : : : 0]= ).
In the general case, we may have i=1; j or j= n. In the proof of Proposition 5.4,
we will see that when |w|¿8, then we necessarily have 1¡i¡j¡n. In this case, there
exist some words pi; pj; si and sj such that u= s1f(w[2 : : : i − 1])pi = sif(w[i + 1 : : :
j − 1])pj = sjf(w[ j + 1 : : : n − 1])pn; f(w[i])=pisi and f(w[ j])=pjsj. Since
|f(w[1 : : : i − 1])|¡|p1u| and |f(w[1 : : : j − 1])|¡|p1uu|, one can observe that pi and
pj are non-empty words. But we may have w[2 : : : i − 1]= , w[i + 1 : : : j − 1]=  or
w[ j+1 : : : n−1]= , i.e., i=2; j= i+1 or n= j+1. The previous situation is summed
up by Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Decomposition of a cube.
In each situation of the following lemma, we place ourself in the situation of Fig. 2.
Adding some hypotheses, we deduce that f(S1) is not cube-free.
Lemma 5.6. Consider a bipre<x morphism f on {a; b}; w a cube-free word of length
n¿6 and integers i; j such that the situation described in Fig. 2 is veri<ed. In each
of the following cases; f(S1) contains a cube:
(1) w[ j + 1]=w[i] =w[ j] =w[i + 1]; with 1¡i¡j − 1¡n− 2.
(2) w[ j − 1]=w[i] =w[ j] =w[i − 1]; with 2¡i¡j − 1¡n− 1.
(3) w[i] =w[ j] and 1¡i¡j¡n.
The proof of Lemma 5:6 can be done using the following property which has its
own interest:
Property 5.7. Consider a morphism f on {a; b}, a letter c in {a; b}, and two words
x and y, respectively, pre<x and su>x of the images by f of two cube-free words
over {a; b}. If f(c)x=yf(c) with 0¡|x|¡|f(c)| then f(S1) is not cube-free.
Proof of Property 5.7. Let {c; c′}= {a; b}, &=f(c), and )=f(c′). Observe that & = 
and |x|= |y|. Since x is a pre,x of the image of a cube-free word and 0¡|x|¡|&|, it
follows that x is a pre,x of &; )& or ))&. In the same way, y is a suEx of &; &) or
&)).
From Case 1 of Proposition 2:1, the equation &x=y& implies the existence of two
words r; s over {a; b} and of a natural integer n such that y= rs; x= sr and &= r(sr)n.
From |&| =0, we can deduce that r or s is not empty. More precisely |x|¡|&| implies
n¿1 if r is not empty and n¿2 if r is empty.
If x is a pre,x of & or y is a suEx of &, then x=y and rs= sr. We get &&= r2n+2s2n.
So f(aa) or f(bb) contains a cube.
Assume from now that x is not a pre,x of & and y is not a suEx of &. Let us recall
that, in this case, x is a pre,x of )& or ))& and y is a suEx of &) or &)). This also
means that ) = .
Observe that, for a length reason, x is a pre,x of ) if and only if y is a suEx
of ). And in this case )&) contains y&x= rsr(sr)nsr=(rs)3r(sr)n−1. Thus, f(aba) or
f(bab) contains a cube.
From now on, we may assume that x= )x′ and y=y′) with x′ a pre,x of & or )&
and y′ a suEx of & or &).
If x′ is a pre,x of & or if y′ is a suEx of & then, from &)x′=y′)&, comes x′=y′.
Thus, &)x′= x′)& and, by Case 3 of Proposition 2:1, there exists two words t1 and
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t2 over {a; b} and three integers m;p and q such that &=(t1t2)mt1; )=(t2t1)pt2 and
x′=(t1t2)qt1. Since |x′|¡|&| and & = , it follows that m¿1 and that t1 or t2 is diHer-
ent from the empty word. Consequently, &)&=(t1t2)2m+p+1t1, i.e., f(aba) or f(bab)
contains a cube.
Finally, we may assume that x′ is a pre,x of )& and y′ is a suEx of &).
If |x′|¿|)|, then x′= )x′′ with x′′ a pre,x of & and y′=y′′) with y′′ a suEx
of &. From &()))x′′=y′′()))&, we deduce that x′′=y′′ and so &()))x′′= x′′()))&.
From Case 3 of Proposition 2:1, there exists some words t1 and t2 over {a; b} and
some integers m;p and q such that &=(t1t2)mt1; ))=(t2t1)pt2 and x′=(t1t2)qt1.
Since |x′′|¡|x′|¡|x|¡|&| and & = , it follows that m¿1 and t1t2 = . We get &))&=
(t1t2)2m+p+1t1, that is f(abba) or f(baab) contains a cube.
If |x′|¡|)|, then x′ is a pre,x of ) and y′ is a suEx of ). Let us recall that
&)x′=y′)&; x= )x′= sr; y=y′)= rs and &=(rs)nr with n¿1.
If |)| = |s| then ) = s and &)& = (rs)2n+1r. That is f(aba) or f(bab) contains a
cube.
If |)|¡|s| then s= )t= z) for some words t and z, respectively, pre,x and suEx
of ). It follows that z= t. From Case 2 of Proposition 2:1, there exist a word v
and two integers p and q such that z= vq and )= vp. Since z is a suEx of y′ and
|y′|= |x′|¡|)|, we have p¿q. Moreover, |z|= |s| − |)| =0, so p¿2. Consequently,
))= v2p and f(aa) or f(bb) contains a cube.
If |)|¿|s| then there exist two non-empty words t and z, respectively, suEx and
pre,x of r such that )= ts= sz. It follows that &)& contains r)r which also contains
t)z= ttsz= t3s. So f(aba) or f(bab) contains a cube.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let us recall a part of the situation of Fig. 2: u= s1f(w[2 : : :
i − 1])pi = sif(w[i + 1 : : : j − 1])pj = sjf(w[ j + 1 : : : n − 1])pn, f(w[i])=pisi and
f(w[ j])=pjsj.
Case 1: In this ,rst situation, since i¡j − 1¡n − 2, w[i + 1 : : : j − 1] and w[ j +
1 : : : n−1] are non-empty words. Assume ,rst |si|= |sj|. So si = sj. Consequently, since
w[i + 1 : : : j − 1] =  and w[ j + 1 : : : n− 1] = , one of the two words f(w[i + 1]) and
f(w[ j + 1]) is a pre,x of the other. This is impossible since w[i+ 1] =w[ j + 1] and
f is bipre,x.
If |si|¿|sj|, let us recall that w[ j + 1]=w[i]. Since j = n − 1, si is a pre,x
of sjf(w[ j+1])= sjpisi. Let y be the pre,x of f(w[i+1 : : : j− 1])pj such that siy=
sjf(w[ j+1]). We have |y|= |pisj|¡|pisi|= |f(w[i])|. Moreover, f(w[i])y=pisiy=
pisjf(w[ j + 1])=pisjf(w[i]). By de,nition, y is a pre,x of f(w[i + 1 : : : j]). One
can also observe that pi is a suEx of f(w[i : : : j − 1])pj. Thus, pisj is a suEx of
f(w[i : : : j]). Since w is cube-free, from Property 5:7, f(S1) is not cube-free.
In the case |si|¡|sj|, since i = j − 1, as previously, we can de,ne y such that
sif(w[i + 1])= sjy. This case ends as the previous one.
Case 2: Observe that if the hypotheses of this second case are veri,ed by f, then
the hypotheses of the ,rst case are veri,ed by f˜. Thus, f˜(S1) is not cube-free, that is
f(S˜1) is not cube-free. Since S˜1 = S1, f(S1) is not cube-free.
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Case 3: Assume ,rst |pi|¡|pj|. Since w[i] =w[ j], |si|¿|sj|. Let x be the suEx of
s1f(w[2 : : : i−1]) and let y be the pre,x of f(w[ j+1 : : : n−1])pn such that pj = xpi
and si = sjy. It follows that xpisi =pjsjy, that is to say xf(w[i])=f(w[i])y. Moreover
|x|= |pj|− |pi| = . Consequently, since |x|¡|pj|6|f(w[i])|, from Property 5:7, f(S1)
is not cube-free.
If |pi|¿|pj|, we obtain the same conclusion taking pi = xpj and sj = siy.
Assume from now |pi|= |pj|. Thus, s1f(w[2 : : : i − 1])= sif(w[i + 1 : : : j − 1]) and
pi =pj. Let us recall that f is a bipre,x morphism. So if si = , we get s1 = si and
w[2 : : : i− 1]=w[i+1 : : : j− 1]: let us call v this word. Since pi =pj and w[i] =w[ j],
we also have si = sj and thus f(w[i+1 : : : j−1])pj =f(w[ j+1 : : : n−1])pn. Since f
is a pre,x morphism and pj; pn are non-empty words, we get v=w[ j + 1 : : : n −
1] and pj =pn. Consequently, u= s1f(v)pi = sif(v)pj = sjf(v)pn; s1 = si = sj and
pi =pj =pn. Since w is cube-free and w[i] =w[ j], we have w[1] =w[i] and w[ j] =
w[n]. Thus w[1]=w[n] and f(w[1]w[i]w[i]w[1]) (which belongs to f(S1)) contains
the cube (s1pi)3. Finally, if si = , then pi =pj =f(w[i]) and sj = . Since f is a
suEx morphism and by s1f(w[2 : : : i− 1])=f(w[i+1 : : : j− 1]), we get s1 =f(w[1])
and w[1 : : : i] =w[i + 1 : : : j]. Since f is a pre,x morphism and from f(w[i + 1 : : : j −
1])pj =f(w[ j + 1 : : : n − 1])pn, we get that w[i + 1 : : : j] =w[ j + 1 : : : n] and w is a
cube: a contradiction.
The proof of Proposition 5.4 now consists in seven successive steps:
Step 1: We recall the hypotheses. We consider a bipre,x morphism f on {a; b},
a non-empty word u and a cube-free word w such that the length n of w is greater
or equal to 8, and f(w) is a minimal cover of the cube uuu. We de,ne the words
p1; s1 = ; pn; sn =  such that f(w)=p1uuusn; f(w[1])=p1s1; f(w[n])=pnsn. We
also de,ne the integers i and j such that 16i6j6n; |f(w[1 : : : i − 1])|¡|p1u|6
|f(w[1 : : : i])| and |f(w[1 : : : j − 1])|¡|p1uu|6|f(w[1 : : : j])|. We have to prove that
f(S1) contains a cube.
Step 2: We prove that we are in the situation of Fig. 2, that is 1¡i¡j¡n.
If i=1, we get |u|6|p1u|6|f(w[1])| and |uuf(w[n])|¿|uusn|¿|f(w[2 : : : n − 1])
× f(w[n])|. It implies that |uu|¿|f(w[2 : : : n − 1])|. We have |w[2 : : : n − 1]|¿6 and
w[2 : : : n − 1] cube-free. Such a word contains at least two as and two bs. It follows
that |u|¿|f(a)|+ |f(b)|: a contradiction with |u|6|f(w[1])|.
In the same way, we get j = n.
Now assume i =1; j = n; i= j. We have |u|¡|f(w[i])|, and |f(w[1])u|¿|p1u|¿
|f(w[1])f(w[2 : : : i− 1])| and |uf(w[n])|¿|usn|¿|f(w[ j+1 : : : n])|. This implies that
|u|¿max{|f(w[2 : : : i−1])|; |f(w[i+1 : : : n−1])|}. Since |w[2 : : : i−1]|+|w[i+1 : : : n−
1]|¿5, we have either |w[2 : : : i−1]|¿3 or |w[i+1 : : : n−1]|¿3. But a cube-free word
of length at least 3 contains both a and b. Thus, we must have |u|¿|f(a)| + |f(b)|
which contradicts |u|¡|f(w[i])|.
Step 3: Since the case w[i] =w[ j] is treated by Lemma 5:6 (f(S1) contains a cube),
we assume w[i] =w[ j].
Step 4: We prove i = j − 1.
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Indeed otherwise, we have u= sipj: |u|¡|f(w[i])| + |f(w[ j])|= |f(a)| + |f(b)|.
Moreover |u|¿max{|f(w[2 : : : i−1])|; |f(w[ j+1 : : : n−1])|}. We have |w[2 : : : i−1]|+
|w[ j + 1 : : : n− 1]|= n− 4¿4. If |w[2 : : : i − 1]|¿3 or if |w[ j + 1 : : : n− 1]|¿3 then,
since a cube-free word of length greater or equal to 3 contains at least one a and
one b, it follows that |u|¿|f(a)| + |f(b)|: a contradiction. Thus |w[2 : : : i − 1]|=2
and |w[ j + 1 : : : n − 1]|=2 that is to say i=4; j=5 and n=8. If w[2] =w[3] or
w[6] =w[7], again we have |u|¿|f(a)| + |f(b)| and a contradiction. So w[2]=w[3]
and w[6]=w[7]. But since w is cube-free, it follows that w[2]=w[5] =w[4]=w[6].
This implies |u|¿2|f(a)| and |u|¿2|f(b)|, i.e., |u|¿|f(a)| + |f(b)|: once again a
contradiction with |u|¡|f(a)|+ |f(b)|.
Step 5: We prove that we cannot have simultaneously i=2 and j= n− 1.
Indeed, assume the opposite, |u|6min{|f(w[1 : : : 2])|; |f(w[n−1 : : : n])|}. If w[1] =
w[2] or w[n−1] =w[n], then |u|6|f(a)|+ |f(b)|. If w[1]=w[2] and w[n−1]=w[n],
since w[i] =w[ j]; |u|62min{|f(a)|; |f(b)|}. On the other part, |u|¿|f(w[3 : : : n−2])|.
Since w[3 : : : n− 2] is a cube-free word of length at least 4, it contains at least one a
and one b. Thus |u|¿|f(a)|+ |f(b)|: a contradiction.
Step 6: In case i=2 (similarly j= n − 1), we prove that, in cases there is no
contradiction, f(S1) contains a cube.
Assume i=2 ( j = n − 1). First if w[1]=w[i], since w is cube-free, w[3] =w[i].
If w[ j + 1] =w[ j], from Case 1 in Lemma 5:6, f(S1) is not cube-free. If w[ j +
1]=w[ j], since w is cube-free, w[ j − 1] =w[ j]. By hypothesis, w[i] =w[ j]. So
w[ j−1] =w[3]. From i¡j−1, we get successively: j¿5; a and b occur in w[3 : : : j−1];
|f(w[i+1 : : : j−1])|¿|s1|. From u= s1pi = sif(w[i+1 : : : j−1])pj, it follows |pi|¿|pj|
and so |f(w[i])|¿|pjsi|. There exists a suEx v of f(w[1]) such that f(w[ j−1])pj =
vpi. Since w[i] =w[ j − 1]; f(w[i])pjsi = vf(w[i]). Since si is a pre,x of sjf(w[ j +
1 : : : n])pn; pjsi is a pre,x of f(w[ j : : : n]). From Property 5:7, f(S1) is not
cube-free.
Still in the case i=2, assume now w[1] =w[i]. Then |u|6|f(a)| + |f(b)|. Since
|f(w[i + 1 : : : j − 1])|¡|u|, and w[i + 1 : : : j − 1] =  (since i¡j − 1), we have w[i +
1 : : : j − 1] ∈ {a; b; aa; bb} (else a and b occur in w[i + 1 : : : j − 1], and |f(w[i + 1 : : :
j−1])|¿|f(a)|+ |f(b)|: a contradiction). Since w[i] =w[ j], necessarily w[i+1 : : : j−
1] ∈ {a; b}. Consequently, we have j=4. Thus |w[ j+1 : : : n−1]|¿3 and the cube-free
word w[ j+1 : : : n−1] contains at least one a and one b. Since |u|¿|f(w[ j+1 : : : n−1])|,
we have a contradiction with |u|6|f(a)|+ |f(b)|.
The case j= n− 1 is symmetric to the case i=2. On a similar way, we can prove
that f(S1) is not cube-free.
Step 7: In case i =2 and j = n− 1, we show also that f(S1) is not cube-free.
Since w is cube-free, w[i+1] =w[i] or w[i−1] =w[i]. For the same reason, w[ j+1]
=w[ j] or w[ j − 1] =w[ j].
If w[i + 1] =w[i] and w[ j + 1] =w[ j], from Case 1 in Lemma 5:6, f(S1) is not
cube-free.
If w[i − 1] =w[i] and w[ j − 1] =w[ j], from Case 2 in Lemma 5:6, f(S1) is not
cube-free.
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If w[i + 1] =w[i] and w[ j − 1] =w[ j], we may assume w[ j + 1]=w[ j] and
w[i − 1]=w[i] else we are in the situation of one of the two previous cases. Thus,
w[ j−1]=w[i−1] and w[ j+1]=w[i+1]. Remember that u= s1f(w[2 : : : i−1])pi =
sif(w[i + 1 : : : j − 1])pj = sjf(w[ j + 1 : : : n− 1])pn.
• If |pi|¿|pj| then |f(w[i−1])pi|¿|f(w[ j−1])pj|. Since w[2 : : : i−1] =  and w[i+1
: : : j − 1] = , there exist a suEx , of f(w[i : : : j − 2]) and a pre,x 0 of f(w[i])
such that pi = 0pj and f(w[i− 1])pi = ,f(w[ j− 1])pj. It follows that f(w[i− 1])0
= ,f(w[i− 1]) with |0|¡|pi|¡|f(w[i])|= |f(w[i− 1])|. From Property 5:7, f(S1)
is not cube-free.
• If |pi|= |pj|, then one of the two words si and sj is a pre,x of the other. So the
same occurs for f(w[i]) and f(w[ j]): a contradiction with f bipre,x.
• If |pi|¡|pj| and |f(w[i − 1])pi|¿|pj|, there exist a pre,x 0 of f(w[ j]) and a
suEx , of f(w[1 : : : i− 2]) such that ,f(w[i− 1])pi =f(w[ j− 1])pj and pj = 0pi.
It follows that f(w[i − 1])0= ,f(w[i − 1]) with |0|¡|pj|¡|f(w[i − 1])|. From
Property 5:7, f(S1) is not cube-free.
• If |f(w[i − 1])pi|= |pj|, then f(w[i − 1]) is a pre,x of f(w[ j]): a contradiction
with f bipre,x.
• If |pi|¡|pj| and |f(w[i−1])pi|¡|pj| then |f(w[ j])|¿|pj|¿|si|. If |si|= |sj| then
f(w[i]) is a suEx of f(w[ j]): a contradiction with f bipre,x. If |si|¿|sj|, there
exist a pre,x , of f(w[ j+2 : : : n]) and a suEx 0 of f(w[i]) such that si = sj0 and
sjf(w[ j + 1]),= sif(w[i + 1]). It follows that f(w[i + 1]),= 0f(w[i + 1]) with
|0|¡|si|¡|f(w[ j])|= |f(w[i + 1])|.
From Property 5:7, f(S1) is not cube-free. If |si|¡|sj| there exist a pre,x , of
f(w[i+2 : : : n]) and a suEx 0 of f(w[ j]) such that sj = si0 and sif(w[i+1]),= sj
f(w[ j+1]). It follows that f(w[i+1]),= 0f(w[i+1]) with |0|¡|f(w[i+1])|. From
Property 5:7, f(S1) is not cube-free.
The case w[i − 1] =w[i] and w[ j + 1] =w[ j] is similar to the previous case.
5.2. Proof of Proposition 5.5
Assume a morphism f de,ned on {a; b} such that f(Tmin) is cube-free. In particular,
f(aabaa) and f(bbabb) are cube-free. Thus, f is a bipre,x morphism. In this proof
of Proposition 5.5, we will use Lemma 5:6 and Property 5.7. Note that if f(S1) is not
cube-free, then f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
From now on, we consider one new set:
Scomp = {aabaaba; aabaabb; aababaa; aababba; aabbaab; aabbaba; abaabab;
abaabba; ababaab; aababa; aababb; aabbaa; aabbab; abaaba; abbaab}:
The main interest of Scomp is that: L7\Fact(Tmin)= Scomp ∪ S˜comp ∪E(Scomp)∪E(S˜comp).
To prove Proposition 5.5, we have to show that if the image by f of a word in
L7\Fact(Tmin) is a minimal cover of a cube then at least one word in f(Tmin) con-
tains a cube. But, for any word w in Scomp ∪ S˜comp ∪E(Scomp)∪E(S˜comp), one of the
words w; w˜; E(w) or E(w˜) is in Scomp, and if f(w) is a minimal cover of a cube,
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then f˜(w˜); (f ◦E)(E(w)) and (f˜ ◦E)(E(w˜)) also are minimal covers of a cube. But
Tmin =E(Tmin)= T˜min. It is thus suEcient to prove that for any word w in Scomp, f(w)
is a minimal cover of a cube implies f(Tmin) non-cube-free.
Let w be a word in Scomp of length n. Assume that f(w) is a minimal cover of a
cube u3, i.e., f(w)=p1uuusn with f(w[1])=p1s1; f(w[n])=pnsn; for some words
p1; s1 = ; pn =  and sn. Let i; j be the integers such that |f(w[1 : : : i− 1])|¡|p1u|6
|f(w[1 : : : i])| and |f(w[1 : : : j − 1])|¡|p1uu|6|f(w[1 : : : j])|.
If i=1, we have |u|6|f(w[1])|. Moreover, 2|u|¿|f(w[2 : : : n − 1])|. But, for each
word in Scomp; w[2 : : : n − 1] contains at least two w[1]. Thus, we cannot have i=1.
In the same way, we get j = n.
In the case i= j, we have |u|6|f(w[i])|. Moreover |u|¿max{|f(w[2 : : : i − 1])|,
|f(w[i+ 1 : : : n− 1])|}. Whatever the value of i between 2 and n− 1 and whatever is
the word w in Scomp, w[2 : : : i − 1] or w[i + 1 : : : n− 1] contains the letter w[i]. In this
condition we also have |u|¿|f(w[i])|: a contradiction. Thus i = j.
From now on, we are in the situation of Fig. 2. We adopt its notations, that is,
f(w[i])=pisi, f(w[ j])=pjsj, and u= s1f(w[2 : : : i−1])pi = sif(w[i+1 : : : j−1])pj =
sjf(w[ j + 1 : : : n − 1])pn with s1, pi, pj and pn non-empty words. We consider all
the 3-uples (w; i; j) with w in Scomp and i; j some integers such that 1¡i¡j¡|w|. We
show that each con,guration is impossible or implies that f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
Some con,gurations lead to immediate results:
(1) If i = j−1; j = n−1; w[i] =w[ j]; w[i+1]=w[ j] and w[ j+1]=w[i], from Case 1
of Lemma 5:6, f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
(2) If i = j− 1; i =2; w[i] =w[ j]; w[i− 1]=w[ j] and w[ j− 1]=w[i], from Case 2
of Lemma 5:6, f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
(3) If w[i] =w[ j], from Case 3 of Lemma 5:6, f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
(4) The con,guration i=2; w[1] =w[2]; w[3 : : : j−1] or w[ j+1 : : : n−1] contains at
least one a and one b is impossible. Indeed, in this case, |f(ab)|= |f(w[1 : : : 2])|¿
|u| and |u|¿max{|f(w[3 : : : j − 1])|; |f(w[ j + 1 : : : n− 1])|}¿|f(ab)|.
(5) For the same reason, the con,guration i= j−1; w[i] =w[ j]; w[2 : : : i−1] or w[ j+1
: : : n− 1] contains at least one a and one b is impossible.
(6) For the same reason, the con,guration j= n−1; w[ j] = xn; w[2 : : : i−1] or w[i+1
: : : j − 1] contains at least one a and one b is impossible.
As we can see in Fig. 3, after the elimination of the 3-uples for which one of the six
previous cases is veri,ed, it remains 10 con,gurations to study (among 126) denoted
by ‘S’.
We now study the remaining con,gurations:
• (aabaabb; 2; 6) or (aababb; 2; 5).
In those cases, we have |u|62|f(a)| and |u|¡2|f(b)|. It follows that |u|¡|f(a)|+
|f(b)|. But we also get |u|¿|f(ab)|: a contradiction.
• (aababba; 2; 5).
Let us recall a part of the situation of Fig. 2 which is veri,ed here. We have
u= s2f(b)f(a)p5 and s5f(b)p7 with f(a)=p2s2 =p7s7 and f(b)=p5s5. Since
p7 is a pre,x of f(a), |p7|6|f(a)|, thus |s5|¿|s2p5|. Since p5 = ; |s5|¿|s2| and
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(2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6) (4,5) 4,6) (5,6)
aabaaba 5 3 3 6 5 1 3 3 2 5
aabaabb 5 3 3 S 5 1 3 3 2 5
aababaa 5 3 1 3 5 3 2 5 3 5
aababba 5 3 S 6 S 3 3 5 6 3
aabbaab 5 1 3 3 3 2 6 5 6 3
aabbaba 5 1 3 6 3 2 3 5 3 5
abaabab 5 1 3 4 3 2 3 5 3 5
abaabba 5 1 3 3 3 2 6 5 6 3
ababaab 5 3 4 4 S 3 3 5 6 3
aababa 5 3 6 S 3 5
aababb 5 3 S S 3 5
aabbaa 5 1 3 3 2 5
aabbab 5 1 3 3 2 5
abaaba 5 1 3 3 2 5
abbaab 3 S 4 S S 3
Fig. 3. Con,gurations study.
|s5|¡|f(b)|. Let y be the suEx of s5 such that s5 = s2y and x be the pre,x of
f(a)p5 such that s2f(b)x= s5f(b). We have |y|= |s5|− |s2|. Consequently, we get
0¡|x|¡|f(b)| and f(b)x=yf(b). From Property 5.7, f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
• (aababba; 3; 4).
Let us recall that u= s1f(a)p3 = s3p4 = s4f(b)f(b)p7 with f(a)=p1s1 =p4s4
=p7s7 and f(b)=p3s3.
Since |s3p4|= |u|¿|f(a)|= |p4s4|, |s3|¿|s4|. Moreover |s3p4|¿|f(b)|, thus |p4|¿
|p3| and p3 is a suEx of p4. Since |s3|¡|f(b)|, let y be the pre,x of p4 such that
s4f(b)= s3y. We have 0¡|y|¡|f(b)| and p3s4f(b)=f(b)y. Moreover, p3s4 is a
suEx of p4s4 then of f(a). From Property 5.7, f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
• (ababaab; 3; 4).
We may observe that ababaab= aE(ababba). This case is similar to the previous
one replacing a by b and b by a.
• (abbaab; 2; 4).
Let us recall u= s1p2 = s2f(b)p4 = s4f(a)p6 with f(a)=p1s1 =p4s4 and f(b)=
p2s2 =p6s6.
If |p2|= |p4|, then p2 =p4 and f(b) is a suEx of s1 itself a suEx of f(a):
f(abb) and so f(Tmin) are not cube-free.
If |p2|¿|p4|, let x be the suEx of s1 such that xp2 =f(b)p4. We have |x|¡|f(b)|.
Moreover, since |x|= |s2p4| and p4 = , |x|¿0. Since xf(b)= xp2s2 =f(b)p4s2 and
since p4s2 is a pre,x of p4s4f(ab)=f(aab), from Property 5.7, f(Tmin) is not
cube-free.
If |p2|¡|p4|; |s1|¿|s2f(b)| thus |f(a)|¿|s1|¿|f(b)|. From |u|= |s1p2|=
|s4f(a)p6| and |f(a)p6|¿|p4|¿|p2|, we get |s1|¿|s4|. But s1 and s4 are suExes of
f(a), so there exists a non-empty word x such that s1 = xs4. Observe that s4 = . In-
deed, otherwise |u|= |f(a)p6|6|f(ab)| and |u|= |s2f(b)p4|= |s2f(ba)|¿|f(ab)|.
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Let y be the pre,x of f(a)p6 such that s1 = s4y. It follows that xs4 = s4y and,
from Case 1 of Proposition 2:1, there exist some words r and s and an inte-
ger n such that x= rs; y= sr and s4 = r(sr)n. Since x = , we have rs = . If
n¿1; f(aab) contains s1y= xs4y=(rs)n+2r, then f(Tmin) is not cube-free. Con-
sider now the case n=0: |p4|= |p1s1| − |s4|= |p1x|¿|sr|. Since y= sr is a pre,x
of f(a)=p4s4, let z be the word such that p4 = srz. We have f(a)= srzr and
s1p2 = s4f(a)p6 = s4srzrp6. Since s1 = s4y= s4sr, we have p2 = zrp6. Let us re-
call that s1p2 = s2f(b)p4, i.e. s1p2 = s2f(b)srz. Since |p2|¿|zr|, it follows that rz
is a suEx of p2. Since p2 and p6 are pre,x of f(b), and since |p2|= |zrp6|,
p2 =p6rz. From Case 3 of Proposition 2:1 and the equality p6rz= zrp6, there ex-
ists two words t1 and t2 of A∗ and 3 integers k; p and q such that p6 = (t1t2) k t1,
r=(t2t1)pt2 and z=(t1t2)qt1. Since rs = ; t1t2 = . Finally, f(ab) contains as factor
rzrp2 = rzrzrp6 = (t2t1)3(t2t1)3p+k+2q, that is f(ab) and f(Tmin) are not
cube-free.
• (abbaab; 3; 5).
This case can be solved as the previous one. We can also see that if f is in
the con,guration (abbaab; 3; 5), then f˜oE is in the con,guration (abbaab; 2; 4) with
f˜oE.
• (aababa; 3; 4) and (aababb; 3; 4).
In these two cases u= s1f(a)p3 = s3p4 = s4f(b)p6 with f(a)=p1s1 =p4s4,
f(b)=p3s3.
If |s3|= |s4|, f(b) is a pre,x of p4 then of f(a). Thus, f(bba) is not cube-free
so f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
If |s3|¿|s4|, since f(b)=p3s3, s3 is a pre,x of s4f(b). Let y the pre,x of p4
such that s4f(b)= s3y. Observe |y|= |s4p3|¡|s3p3|= |f(b)|. We have p3s4f(b)
=f(b)y. Since p3s4 is a suEx of s3p4s4 thus of f(ba), from Property 5:7, f(Tmin)
is not cube-free.
If |s3|¡|s4|, |p4|¿|f(b)p6|¿|p3| and thus |f(b)|¡|f(a)|. Let x be the suEx
of s3 such that f(a)p3 = xp4. Thus |x|= |s4p3| and since p3 = ; 0¡|x|¡|f(a)|.
Observe that p3s4 is a suEx of s3p4s4 itself a suEx of f(w[3 : : : 4]). We also have
f(a)p3s4 = xf(a) and from Property 5:7, f(Tmin) is not cube-free.
• (abbaab; 3; 4).
Let us recall that u= s1f(b)p3 = s3p4 = s4f(a)p6 with f(a)=p1s1 =p4s4 and
f(b)=p3s3 =p6s6.
If |s3|¿|p4|; u= s1p3s3p3 = s3p4 leads to |s1p3|6|s1p3p3|= |p4|6|s3|. Let x be
the pre,x of p4 such that s1p3s3 = s3x, by Case 1 of Proposition 2:1, there exist
some words r and s and an integer p such that s1p3 = rs; x= sr and s3 = r(sr)p.
Since p3 = ; rs = . The word f(aba) contains as factor s1f(b)p4 and so s1p3s3x
=(rs)p+2r. Since |s3|¿|p4|¿|x|, we have p¿1 or s= . In the two cases, a cube
is a factor of f(aba): f(Tmin) is not cube-free. The case |s3|¡|p4| can be solved
on a similar way. One can also observe that the con,guration (abbaab; 3; 4) with
|s3|¡|p4| and f is the same than the con,guration (abbaab; 3; 4) with |s3|¿|p4|
and f˜oE.
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6. Innite cube-free words generated by morphisms
This section is devoted to the study of some endomorphisms on {a; b} which generate
cube-free words.
First, we recall some speci,c notions and notations. An in,nite word over A is an
in,nite sequence of letters from A. Let w be an in,nite word. A (,nite) factor of w
is a ,nite subsequence of consecutive letters in w: we denote, as in the ,nite case,
Fact(w) the set of factors of w. An in,nite word is said cube-free if it does not contain
any cube as a factor.
As usual, we denote by fn the composition of a function f by itself n times. By
convention f0 = Id and f1 =f.
An endomorphism on {a; b} is said prolongable on a if f(a)= ax with x =  and
f(b) = . Such a morphism, when applied iteratively starting from a, generates an
in,nite word. We denote by f!(a) this word. If f is a prolongable morphism on a, it
is equivalent to say that f!(a) is cube-free or that the set {fn(a)|n¿1} is cube-free.
Let f be an endomorphism on {a; b} prolongable on a. If f is cube-free, the in,nite
word generated by f is cube-free. The converse is false:
Proposition 6.1. A non-cube-free endomorphism on {a; b} can generate a cube-free
word.
Proof. Let X = abba and Y = baababaab. The following morphism is an example of
a non-cube-free endomorphism which generates a cube-free word:
f(a) = X;
f(b) = YXXbaXabXXYXXbaXabXXY:
The morphism f is not cube-free since the word f(baabaab) contains a cube. But
baabaab is the only cube-free word of length at most 7 whose image by f is not
cube-free. Moreover, there is no word w such that f(w) contains baabaab. Thus,
since f is bipre,x and from Proposition 5.4, f generates an in,nite cube-free word.
In [10], KarhumLaki has given a characterization of endomorphisms on {a; b} pro-
longable on a that generate in,nite cube-free words: an endomorphism f on {a; b}
prolongable on a generates an in,nite cube-free word if and only if {fn(a)|n610} is
cube-free. The bound 10 can be improved according to the length of f(a) and of f(b).
For instance, if |f(a)|¿4 and |f(b)|¿4, then one can replace 10 by 8. To verify by
this method whether the morphism of the proof of Proposition 6.1 generates a cube-free
word, we need to check the cube-freeness of f8(a) whose length is 487:594:157:072.
Thus, this method is very ,ne, but implies to compute a very large word.
We propose a more eHective method. This method is based on a new characterization
of endomorphisms on {a; b} prolongable on a that generate in,nite cube-free words.
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Let us recall that S1 = {abba; baab; aba; bab}. For a morphism f, let us denote by
Fact7(f) the set of factors of length 7 in f!(a).
We have:
Theorem 6.2. An endomorphism f on {a; b} prolongable on a generates an in<nite
cube-free word if and only if the sets f(S1) and f(Fact7(f)) are cube-free.
Proof. First, we prove the “if” part by contradiction. Assume that f!(a) contains a
cube u3. We may also assume that f is bipre,x. Otherwise, since f(a) and f(b)
are non-empty words, f(abba) or f(baab) contains a cube: in this case f(S1) is not
cube-free.
Let n be the greatest integer such that fn(a) is cube-free, and let w be a factor of
fn(a) such that f(w) is a minimal cover of a cube.
If |w|¿8, from Proposition 5.4, f(S1) is not cube-free. If |w|67; w is a factor of
a word w′ of Fact7(f) (see Fig. 1). The word f(w′) contains a cube: f(Fact7(f)) is
not cube-free.
Let us now prove the “only if” part of Theorem 6.2. Assume that f is an endomor-
phism on {a; b}, prolongable on a, and assume that f generates an in,nite cube-free
word. By de,nition, f(Fact7(f)) is cube-free: indeed for each word w with |w|=7
and w factor of f!(a), f(w) is itself a factor of f!(a). Moreover, one can easily
verify that any cube-free word of length at least 24 contains all the words of S1 as
factors. Thus, S1 is a subset of the set of factors of f!(a). It follows that f(S1) is
cube-free.
We now explain how Theorem 6.2 can be used to determine eHectively whether an
endomorphism on {a; b}, prolongable on a, generates an in,nite cube-free word.
This determination can be achieved in three steps:
Step 1: Verify f(S1) is cube-free.
Of course, if a negative answer is given at this step, f!(a) is not cube-free. Assume
a positive answer.
Step 2: Compute Fact7(f).
For this, we can compute the pre,x of length 17 of f!(a). If this pre,x is not
cube-free, then f!(a) is not cube-free. Assume this pre,x is cube-free. From a result
of KarhumLaki [10], we know that aa, ab, ba and bb are factors of f!(a).
Since f(S1) is cube-free, f is a bipre,x morphism as we have already seen. This
also implies that |f(b)|¿2 (this can be seen for instance by a rereading of the proof
of Lemma 1 in [19] or of the proof of Lemma 10 in [10]). Now, we can observe
that any factor of length 3 of f!(a) is a factor of the image of a word of length 2,
that any factor of length 4 of f!(a) is a factor of the image of a factor of f!(a) of
length 3, and that any factor of length 7 of f!(a) is a factor of the image of a factor
of f!(a) of length 4.
Thus, the set Fact7(f) can be computed considering only the images by f of some
words of length at most 4 (one never has to iterate f).
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Step 3. Verify f(Fact7(f)) is cube-free.
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